Monique Rook Altrecht

"I have just attended the workshop Mark Graban. I followed him for a while now on Twitter and was very curious to see how he would be real and to hear him live on his experiences. That's good birth! He comes across well and had a good structure in his story. It was especially interesting to hear how managers can coach the best Lean processes. Its tip was also in particular to the value in view of minor changes. Every small step is good."

Angela Darling, cluster head Education Logistics Services at NHL

"The biggest eye-opener I acquired came from the story of Jay Marino, you can also make children owner of a job or a problem. If the teachers think it, you eventually need some kind of police who monitor the observance of the rules. If a child invents it yourself, then you're almost assured of success! " The main thing I have taken from the afternoon came from reading Arjan Gerritsen. In it he emphasized to the vast power of the visual of what you're doing. When people actually see and have in picture and keep what they contribute to the success of the bigger picture, this is a great motivator. This affects both the results on job satisfaction."

Hylkje Abma, Consultant
Process Service Centre NHL

"We just listened to Jay Marino. Very inspiring. He works with a variation of the Deming Circle, but more focused on practice. Through the circle to create visually the children in the class itself can explain their claims. It seems
really easy to work with. " The lecture Arjan Gerritsen was enlightening. Importantly, I found that if you want to bring about a group you should not persuade but tell and visually make your point. Opt clear what resources you want to use for it. A boring speaker or presentation busy distracts from what you want to tell. "

Remco Claassen, speaker at the Lean event in 2014 and trainer and author in the field of leadership and effectiveness

"What an exciting and professional event has put down the Lean Consultancy Group! This already is national stature. The audience was very enthusiastic and eager to learn. Everyone makes notes and joins. It is an ultimate platform to meet people with a common drive: improve the world. There you can lap up. Add to that the level of the speakers and you've got a party. I was able to train a number of people from the Lean Consultancy Group in the past. From this event I did get a little daddy proud! "

Hilde Woort, Director Frits Bode School Urk

"This morning I attended the workshop Quick Lean experience. I recognized the process immediately, because this is the way we work. We let children grow, because they can be who they are and I am proud of it. An own goal is always real, so children achieve their goals and then they go to school happy. "

"I have a question Jay Marino prior to the event and won a conversation with him in the Leanmousine! He confirmed during the conversation with a Lean approach in teaching children's creativity is not at stake. Through education Lean way to tackle it is focused on the child. This is not only efficient, but it also pays off. Thus we see that the vocabulary of the children is much greater than before. " Through the workshops today I realize I can once again that work efficiently only by keeping the goal in mind and not to go into the issues of the day. This is done quite easily on a school ...."

Jacqueline Trade, Director of Business Conduct Municipality Diemen

"We also draw inspiration from other countries for our education. We saw that Finnish children after each lesson go outside. That seems like a waste of time, but it is not. On The Contrary. The children after they have been outside again completely recharged and refreshed. And so they take a lot more info in himself. We also now go so far out with the kids. "

Steven Leenheer, Director of Lean Lean Institute @ Verbeeten

"We are now a few years working on Lean in various areas of the organization. We book sometimes good results, but to me it could be worn still wider in management. I am here today because I like to get a look behind the scenes will of how other companies deal with Lean and also to make new contacts. "

"I was just at the workshop of Leo bouche, which was very inspiring. His story and the exercises in between I had to make it feel really part of it. What I got out of it? That push and pull of people does not make sense . If you want people to participate, you have to take them and to experience. "
“Remco Claassen took us in their own way into his reflection on leadership. He does so with humor and anecdotes and powerful visualization. He takes you out of your comfort zone and that makes you really learn something. I take from his story in any case that we have to watch more and more on the feelings of other people, instead of having to think and do. That perfectly fits on a tip from one of the other workshops: if you want to change something, just ask what drives others.”

“Finally, I find this day a feast The appetizers, the location and the music make it a real festival.”

Yvon Braam, Lean Coach LUMC

“I was just at the workshop Arjan Gerritsen Pickwick. Good story! When he got stuck in his work, he’s going to develop a standard format for projects based on the A3 there myself along started working. He noted that that caused a snowball effect. Exemplary behavior from leadership works. There was a turning point and from then on it became easier for him to achieve his goals. Furthermore, I take that we think from next ratios and figures must think in terms of sense to speak to employees as to their intrinsic motivation and enthuse them and motivate. That works!”